RALEIGH MARCH FOR SCIENCE
SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 2018

PROGRAM

9:00 AM Community Partners and Kids for Science Corner
9:45 AM Kids March for Science
10:00 AM Rally

EMCEE

Brian Malow - Science Comedian

SPEAKERS AND PERFORMERS

- Marshall Brain - NC State University
- Rev. Nancy Petty - Pullen Memorial Baptist Church
- Katie Mack - NC State University
- Bronwyn Lucas, MPH - MomsRising
- Marty and Kevin Long - Musicians
- Ames Simmons - Equality NC
- Sarahn M. Wheeler, MD - Duke Health
- Dr. Hongbin Gu - UNC School of Medicine, Town of Chapel Hill
- Lacy Wilder - Enloe High School
- Luke Dollar - Catawba College
- ACE Action Fellows - Alliance for Climate Education
- Jamie Vernon - Sigma Xi

raleighmarchforscience.com  #RM4S  #MARCHFORSCIENCEraleigh

Register to vote with a YOU CAN VOTE volunteer!
Thanks to these organizations for their support for the Raleigh March for Science!

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

- 350 Triangle*
- A Woman's Choice of Raleigh - Clinic Escorts*
- AFAR
- Alliance for Climate Education
- Apiopolis*
- Carolina Wetlands Association
- Defenders of Wildlife
- Duke Lemur Center
- Environment North Carolina
- Equality NC*
- Friends of the Earth*
- Human Rights Campaign - Triangle*
- Indivisible: Triangle Daily Call to Action*
- League of Women Voters of NC
- Moms Demand Action for Gun Sense in America*
- MomsRising*
- NARAL Pro-Choice NC
- NC AIDS Action Network*
- NC Herpetological Society
- NC NORML of the Triangle
- NC NOW*
- NC Science Festival
- NC State AFL-CIO
- Planned Parenthood*
- Raleigh Astronomy Club
- Raleigh NOW
- Sierra Club - Capital Group*
- SPAN Inc.
- Stronger NC
- The Nature Conservancy
- Triangle Biotech Tuesday
- Wake Audubon*
- Women Mobilize NC

KIDS MARCH PARTNERS

- AFAR - Activating Families Across Raleigh*
- City of Raleigh Public Utilities Department*
- DeMillia Research Farms
- Elizabeth Snake Harris - Slime! Magnets!*
- NC State's Science House*
- Paperhand Puppet Intervention*
- RebusWorks- Camp Salt*
- Science Wizard*
- Space Hipsters*
- The Oakwood Second Line Band*
- Triangle DIY Biology*
- UNC REX Healthcare*

SUPPORTERS

Thanks to these local business partners!

- Super G Print Lab
- House of Swank Clothing
- Alphagraphics of Downtown Raleigh

raleighmarchforscience.com
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